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Two iterative algorithms for constructing approximate solutions of nonlinear 
problems from erroneous inadequate data are presented. These algorithms are 
basically hybrids of Newton’s iterative methods and the inversion technique 
of Backus and Gilbert. Error estimates and criteria for truncation are given for 
the general situation, and for illustration a class of nonlinear integral equations 
of the first kind is used as an example. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Remote sensing problems in atmospheric, oceanic, and geophysical 
sciences can be formulated often as “improperly posed” problems in mathe- 
matical analysis. Solving these problems is equivalent to constructing approx- 
imate solutions of operator equations, whose solutions often are nonunique 
and do not depend continuously on the given data, from inadequate (or 
insufficient) data with or without errors. Since early nineteen sixties, various 
inversion techniques have been developed for these problems (see, e.g., 
Fleming and Smith [I], Conrath and Revah [2] ( excellent reviews), Backus and 
Gilbert [3, 4J, Franklin [5], Tihonov [6, 71, Lavrentiev [8, 91, etc.). In parti- 
cular, the method of Backus and Gilbert (B & G) not only provides an 
inversion technique but also can be used as a diagnostic tool for testing the 
intrinsic resolution of a given set of data for a given problem. Although 
B & G’s inversion technique is applicable to nonlinear problems, it does not 
appear to be fully developed. 
It is the purpose of the present paper to present two iterative algorithms 
for constructing approximate solutions of nonlinear problems from erroneous 
inadequate data. These algorithms are basically hybrids of Newton’s iterative 
methods in Banach spaces [lo] and the inversion technique of B & G. A brief 
review of the formulation of B & G is given in the next section. The iterative 
algorithms are defined in Section III. In Section IV, error estimates and crite- 
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ria for truncation are established in the Banach space setting. Finally, the 
general properties of the previous sections are applied to a class of nonlinear 
integral equations of the first kind in Section V. 
II. AN ALGORITHM FOR LINEAR PROBLEMS 
An algorithm for constructing approximate solutions of a class of linear 
operator equations from erroneous inadequate data will be presented in this 
section. This algorithm is basically the inversion technique of B & G. Since 
their work has been confined primarily to the geophysical literature and may 
not be familiar to many scientists in other areas, a brief review of the concepts 
of the method will be given here. 
Consider a class of linear operator equations of the form 
-w) = f(X), XEX. (2.1) 
Here X is a closed, bounded interval of the real line R1. L is a bounded linear 
operator mapping a proper real Banach space B, into another proper real 
Banach space B, . Furthermore, L, B, and B, together have properties such 
that for (xi> E X, j = 1, 2 ,..., J, xi < x2 ... < xJ , 
P(413c4j = L,(u) = f(q), j = 1, 2 ,..., J, (2.2) 
are J linearly independent, bounded linear functionals on B, . 
Now, f(x) is known only for x E {x?}, j = 1, 2,..., J. With these inadequate 
data, to solve for the exact solution of (2.1) is extremely difficult in general. 
Instead, it is more fruitful in attempting to calculate the most localized 
weighted average of u at a chosen point x E X with heavy emphasis to points 
close to x and very little to distant points. The weighted average of u at x 
is defined as 
(U>r = jx A(x, x’) z&(x’) dx’, 
where the averaging kernel A is normalized according to 
s 4x, X x7 dX’ = 1. (2.4) 
It is obvious that (u), is the most localized weighted average if and only if 
the averaging kernel A resembles the Dirac delta function S(x’ - x) most 
closely, denoted by (z?), and A”(x, x’) respectively. 
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The spread of A from x’ is defined by 
Q(x, A) = aJ J; J(x - x’) AZ@, x’) dx’, (2.5) 
where J(x - x’) is of dimension xl2 and is chosen as a function of x’ in C” 
such that J(O) = 0 and increases monotonically as x’ increases or decreases 
away from X, and 
OIJ = JxJ(x - xr)!Atz(x, x’) dx’ P-6) 
with 
A&v, x’) = t-l, x - t/2 < x’ < x + t/2, 
(2.7) 
Note that 
0, I x’ - x 1 2 t/2. 
Q(x, A,) = t (the spread of A,) (2.8) 
and -4 is the A which minimizes Q(x, A) subject to the condition (2.4). 
Visually, the graph of A(x, x’) vs. x’ gives a qualitative estimate of the 
closeness of A(x, x’) to S(X’ - x). To characterize the behavior of A(x, x’) 
more precisely, the “resolving length” of A(x, x’) is introduced and defined 
as the spread about its “center” c(x), 
W(X) = ciJ xJ(c(x) - x’) A2(x, x’) dx’, 
s 
where 
x’A2(x, x’) dx’ 
is A+, x’) dx’. (2.10) X 
In practice, the A(x, x’) which has narrow resolving length and large 
1 C(X) - x 1 is not particularly useful; similarly, the A(x, x’) which has wide 
resolving length and small / C(X) - x 1 is also not very useful. Hence the 
“resolving power” or “performance index” of A at x can be defined as 
% A) = I/[~44 + (1 -P> I 44 - x II, (2.11) 
where 0 < p < 1. By varying the dimensionless parameter p between zero 
and unity, the emphasis can be shifted from the resolving length to the 
deviation of the center, and the precise choice for p must be determined by the 
particular application. 
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From representation theorems in functional spaces [lo], it is known that if 
B, is either C or .LP’(p’ > l), there exists a known vj(x) for each of the 
bounded linear functionals {Li(u)}, j = 1, 2,..., J, on B, such that 
L,(u) = f(xi) = J; VAX) 4~) dx (2.12) 
and am belongs to either 9 or 9~’ (l/p + I/g’ = I), respectively. Since 
(u), and {&(u)}, j = 1, 2,..., J, all depend linearly on the function u, it 
follows rigorously [3] that (u}, must depend linearly on {L,(U)}, j = 1, 2,..., J. 
Therefore, there exist constants (aj(x)j, j = 1, 2,..., J, depending on the 
fixed point x such that 
(2.13) 
Hence from (2.3), (2.5), and (2.12) 
A(x, x’) = c a&G) Tj(X’) (2.14) 
i=l 
and Q(x, A) is a positive-definite quadratic function of (u?(x)}, j = 1, 2,..., J. 
Since obtaining (ii), or A”((x, x’) is equivalent to choosing the set of (a$(~)), 
j = 1, 2 ,..., J, so that Q(x, A) is minimum subject to constraint (2.4). 
So far the above consideration has been given only to the inadequate 
errorless data. However, the inadequate data often contain unknown errors 
in practical situations. If  we know the statistics of the errors, then the variance 
of the solution error uFU)( x ) incurred at x due to the random errors of { f(xi)}, 
j-l,2 ,*.*, J, can be found from (2.13) to be 
uFU,(x) = a(x) . E * a(x), (2.15) 
where the vector a(x) - {q(x)}, j = 1, 2 ,..., J, E is the covariance tensor for 
the random errors of {f(xj)>, j = 1, 2,..., J, and the means of the random 
errors are assumed to be zero. 
Ideally, one would like to be able to choose a(x) such that both u:~,(x) and 
Q(x, A) are minimized. However, this cannot be done, but it is possible to 
minimize a linear combination of (T:~>(x) and Q(x, A), 
S(x) = PQ(x> 4 + (1 - 4) /%,W (2.16) 
By varying the parameter q between zero and unity, the emphasis can be 
shifted from minimization of the error to minimization of the spread. Thus, 
there is a tradeoff between intrinsic resolution and accuracy, and the best 
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choice for p must be determined by the particular problem. The parameter /3 
is inserted for the purpose of making the two terms of S(x) to have the 
same dimension physically, and its numerical value is of no fundamental 
importance. 
Now, to obtain (C), or A(x, x’) is equivalent to choose the vector a(x) so 
that S(x) is minimum subject to contraint (2.4). A straightforward calculation 
[4] gives 
a(x) = 
W-r(x)b 
b . W-l(x)b ’ 
(2.17) 
where the tensor W(x) is defined by 
W(x) = @-Vx) + (1 - 4) BE 
with 
(2.18) 
hii(x) = CY., s, J(x - x’) &x’) yj(x’) dx’, i,j= I,2 ,..., J (2.19) 
and b is the vector with components 
bi = JI, yi(x’) dx’ i = 1, 2 )..., /. (2.20) 
If R(x, a), the resolving power of A, is sufficiently high for all x E X, 
then (C), for all x E X, computed by using the above procedure, can be 
considered as the best approximation of the solution of (2.1). Then 
(u) = (zZ>, (for all x E X) = U(x) + 6(x), 
where the error 6(x) has the property as 
(2.21) 
II wa7, Qw>llB,; II 24 IIBJ. (2.22) 
Hence the above procedure of B & G provides not only a numerical algorithm 
for constructing the best possible approximate solutions of a class of linear 
operator equations from erroneous inadequate data but also a diagnostic 
tool to estimate the qualitative error of (u). 
III. ITERATIVE ALGORITHMS FOR NONLINEAR PROBLEMS 
Two iterative algorithms for constructing approximate solutions of a class 
of nonlinear operator equations from erroneous inadequate data will be 
presented here. These algorithms are basically hybrids of Newton’s iterative 
methods in Banach spaces [lo] and the inversion technique of B & G, 
described in the previous section. 
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Consider a class of nonlinear operator equations of the form, 
P[u,f] = N[u] -f(x) = 0, XEX. (3.1) 
Here X is a closed, bounded interval of R1 and N is a nonlinear operator 
mapping an open set .Q of a real Banach space B, into another real Banach 
space B, . Let there exist an element U* E Q such that E’[u*,~] = 0 for a 
givenf(x) E B, . Let P have a continuous Frechet derivative in and a continu- 
ous second FrCchet derivative in a closed sphere Q0 C Q. Moreover, let the 
initial iterative u0 E Sz be close to u* and the existence of the linear operator 
(P’[u]}-l is assumed. Finally, only a finite number of erroneous data, {f(a$>, 
j = 1, 2 ,..., J, are given. 
Now, two iterative algorithms for constructing approximate solutions of 
(3.1) from erroneous inadequate data {f(xj)}, j = 1, 2,..., J, are defined in 
the following. 
Method I. The (n + 1)th approximate solution of (3.1) is defined by 
(%+l) ZE % + f  (“i+l - %>i 3 n = 0, 1, 2 ,... , (3.2) 
i=O 
where <u,+~ - ~2, , assumed to be unique, is the best approximate solution 
(in the sense of B & G) of the linearized equation 
W&L)1 bL+1 - u,) = - P[<%hfl (3.3) 
from the given erroneous inadequate data {f(x?)}, j = 1, 2,..., J, and the 
subscript on the outside of the angular bracket denotes the subscript of 
(24,) in P’[...]. 
Method II. The (n + I)th approximate solution of (3.1) is defined by 
tan+l> E u0 + f @i+l - ai>, n=0,1,2 )..., zio-Uuo, (3.4) 
i=O 
where (zi,,, - 22,>, assumed to be unique, is the best approximate solution 
of the linearized equation 
P’bol (fin+1 - Q = - P[(%>,fl (3.5) 
from the given erroneous inadequate data. Due to the possible accumulation 
of errors, (u,+r - u,), - (u,+r - u,) and (zi,,, - zi,) - (&+r - ti,), 
after n iterations, the above iterative algorithms will not converge in general. 
Nevertheless, error estimates and practical criteria for truncation will be 
given in the next section. 
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In a natural way, the resolving power of the erroneous inadequate data 
{.f(xJ>, j = 1, L.., J, for th e nonlinear equation (3.1) is defined just as the 
linear case, (2.Q (2.11) and (2.14), except that. {am}, j = I,2 ,..., J, are 
the generating functions of the bounded linear functionals (P’[u*] ZL},.,~ , 
j = 1, 2 ,..., J, i.e. 
{P’[u*] u}2=z, = J*, qJj(X> u(x) dx. (3.6) 
According to the above definition of the resolving power, it is unlikely for 
one to obtain the exact resolving powers of nonlinear problems. However, 
one can obtain an approximate resolving power if (u,) or (zi,) is close to u*. 
IV. ERROR ESTIMATES AND CRITERIA FOR TRUNCATION 
Let 
(u n+1 - %Jn = (%+1 - 4 + %+1(X), n = 0, 1) 2 )..., (4.1) 
(6 n+1 - f42) = (%,l - 4&> + L+1(4 n = 0, 1) 2 )..., (4.2) 
II Ux)li G f  for all n < n, (4.3) 
and 
II ~&I! < g for all n < n, , (4.4) 
where 71, is the critical number of iteration and will be defined later in the 
discussion of criteria for the truncation of iteration processes. Let the 
resolving power of the erroneous inadequate data {f(xj)), j = 1, 2,..., J, 
for the nonlinear equation (3. I) is sufficiently high, i.e., E and 2 must be small 
enough such that E, E” < 1. 
The estimates of 
<%+1> - (UJ = <un+1 - %I)?? and <4+1> - (%L> = (h,, - fin> 
are given in the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let the operator P be dejned, as previously, on D and have a 
continuous second derivative in Q, 
(1) the linear operator r = {P’[u~]}-~ exist; 
(2) II u1 - u. II = II Wuo ,flll < vfir.fE KG 
(3) II rp”[ullJ < K u E 80; 
(4) II ~P’[<f4Jll < P, P 2 1, .for n = 0, 1, Z..., n, . 
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Then if 
Kll<G - ~011 < 1, n = 1, 2 ,..., n, , (4.5) 
/,(u,+l> _ <u,>,, < E + CT + W Ku,> - (~n-X) 
l--KG--oII ’ 
n = 1, 2 ,...) n, . 
(4.6) 
Proof. From (3.3) and the hypothesis (l), 
II %I+1 - % /I = IIP’K%>l~-’ pK%),flll 
< IICP’[(%>l~-l F-l II II W<%J,flll 9 
(4.7) 
if (P’[(u~)]>-~ exists. 
By Taylor’s formula [lo], (3.3) and (4.1), 
rP[(u,), f] = rP[<%-1), fl + rp’[<%-,l (<%z> - <%a-*>) 
Since (u,-,) and (u,,) E Go, by using (4.3) and hypotheses (3) and (4), 
J) rP[(u,,,)]ll can be estimated as 
Ii ~P[(u,)lll d EP + 9 II rP”[~lll II<%> - <%4)112 
(4.8) 
To estimate II{P’[(u,)}-1 r-1 II , consider 
II I- ~P’Pn>lll = II W”[<Ql - P’M>ll = 11 jcu“ JW4 du 11 %I 
G II rp”[d II<%> - 110 II . 
From the hypothesis (3) and (4.5), it follows that 
II I- ~P’[<u,)ll d Kll<u,) - uo II -e 1. 
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Consequently, by Banach’s theorem [IO] there exists a linear operator 
(I’P’[(u,)}-l such that 
Hence, there exists the linear operator {P’[(u~)]}-r and (3.3) has a meaning. 
Finally, from (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9), 
l!<%,l> - (%>ll < :I %a+1 - % II + E 
< E + (‘P + w IlC%> - &-1>112) 
1 - ill - 210 II * 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. Because of the condition (4.5), the closed sphere Go can be 
defined equivalently by (11 u - u. I/ < K-r}. 
It is obvious from (4.6) that due the presence of the accumulated errors 
caused by erroneous inadequate data, characterized by E, {(u,)), n = 0, 1,2,..., 
cannot form a Cauchy sequence. Hence the convergence of the sequence of 
approximate solutions is out of question. What really happens is that the 
bound of ll(~,+~> - <Qll consists of two different types of errors, the 
accumulated errors caused by erroneous inadequate data and errors of the 
linearization. They counteract against each other in such a manner that as n 
increases, errors of the linearization decreases but the accumulated errors 
caused by erroneous indequate data increase. Hence, as n increases, 
~~(zc,,,) - (u,)jJ decreases initially and then increases. 
The natural critical point ‘kc” in truncating the iteration process should 
be in the neighborhood of no , the smallest solution of 
Consequently, we define SC” to be the positive integer such that 
no - 1 < n, < n, . (4.10) 
Because of the complexity of the bound of jl(u,,.J - (u,)lj , it is difficult to 
give an analytic expression for “nc”. However, ‘kc” can be easily obtained 
in actual numerical computation. 
THEOREM 2. Let the operator P be de$ned, as previously, on Q and have a 
continuous second derivative in 
rMoreover, let 
(1) the linear operator r = {P’[uO])-l exist; 
(2) II fh - uo II = II Wuo ,flll e 7”1 for f E B,; 
(3) /( rP”[u]ll < K, 21 fs 4,; 
(4) 11 rP’[(f4?>]ll < 8, ; 3 I, for fl = 0, 1, L., % . 
Then 
Il(fL+,> - (4)ll < w i- 8) + # II<42 - &-x 
+ ~ll<fL,> - uo II (: + lI<~?z) - (fL*>ll)~ 
Proof. From (3.5) and the hypothesis (I), 
II fL+1 - 4z II = II ~P[<4Lhflll . 
By Taylor’s formula, (3.5) and (4.2), 
rP[&),fl = W<&-,>,fl + w<4-,)I (<%L> - (4-J) 
+ I<;-:> rP”[u] ((%a> - u, *> du 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
= rP[(an-l>,f] + rP’[u,] (zin - 4-l) + rp’[<L)l w> 
+ qP’[(L>l - PT~OI~ (4 - &L-I) 
+ I<;-;> rP”[u] ((4J - u, .) du 
= rP’[(tin-J] fL(x> + V’[<%-I>1 - P’[uol) (kz - 4-l) 
+ r rP”[u] ((tin) - u, a) du. (Ii,-,> 
Since (&) and (ti,) E !&, , by using (4.2), (4.4) and hypotheses (3) and 
(4), )I P[(Q,f]ll can be estimated as 
< II rP’[<&,)ll II 8, II + II 42 - L, II II W’[@n-,)I - Wol~ll 
+ i II ~fqulll ll<f42> - (L>ll” 
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Hence from (4.2), (4.12) and (4.13), 
I~(~,-,) - (4J < z(l + p”> + R ll<L> - u. II (g + IltQ - (L>li) 
+ pw,) - (d,-,w. 
Q.E.D. 
All discussions about Method I are also true for Method II here, and 
“nc” is again defined by (4.10). 
In programing the iterative methods for digital computers, Method II 
is obviously simpler than Method I. I f  E - t = 0, then Methods I and II 
are reduced to the standard Newton’s method and the modified Newton’s 
method respectively. Consequently, Method I has a faster rate than Method II 
in reducing the linearization errors as n increases [IO]. Next, if E and E” are 
small enough so that the accumulated errors caused by erroneous inadequate 
data are negligible after a finite number of iterations, then the price paid for 
the computational simplicity of Method II is a slower rate of reducing the 
linearization errors. Due to the complexity of (4.6) and (4.11) as functions of E 
and ;, the general question of which method has a slower rate of accumulating 
errors caused by erroneous inadequate data will not be answered here. This 
aspect is a subject of current study and its result will be reported eIsewhere. 
The error estimates given by (4.6) and (4.11) are very conservative in 
general. In actual computation, the rate of reducing the linearization errors 
and the rate of accumulating errors caused by erroneous inadequate data 
are often much faster and slower than those of (4.6) and (4.1 l), respectively. 
V. NONLINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST KIND 
Consider the nonlinear integral equations of the first kind, 
mtfl = jy Kkx, Y, 4Y)l dY -f&4 = 0, XEX, (5.1) 
where X and Y are closed, bounded intervals of RI; u and f E 9 (real); 
the kernel K[x, y, U] is continous and twice continuously differentiable with 
respect to u for x E X, y  E Y, - 00 < u < CO; and for these values of u, X, y, 
From a well-known theorem in [IO], th e nonlinear integral operator P[u,f] 
is differentiable and has a second derivative at every u. E LG. Furthermore, 
Wol u = s, ““[ye u1 jUZl U(Y) dY 0 (5.3) 
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and 
quo] u& = j U(Y) ii(Y) dY* (5.4) 
Y u=uo 
In general, it is well-known that the solution of the linearized form of (5. I), 
P’[u,] u - f  = 0, u and ~EA?~, (5.5) 
is not unique. However, if these solutions are well separated and only a 
particular solution u’ is of interest, then in the neighborhood of u’ Eq. (5.5) 
can be considered to have a unique solution. Hence there exists a resolvent 
G(x, y) for the kernel X[x, y, u]/au IUXUO such that 
[jxjy I G(x, y)l” dx dy]l” < B. (5.6) 
This implies the existence of {P’[u,,]}-’ and 
llP’bol>-’ II = B. (5.7) 
On the basis of Theorems 1 and 2, the error estimates of the approximate 
solutions of (5.1) by Methods I and II are contained in the following two 
theorems, respectively. 
THEOREM 3. Let the nonlinear integral equation (5.1) be defined as pre- 
viously. Moreover, let 
and 
where 
11 jy K[% Y> uol dY -f(x) 11 G 5 (5.8) 
B(Xp2 >, 1, (5.9) 
4 = oE$n &I) (5.10) 
--C 
and A,, is the least characteristic value of the kernel 
=+-, y, 4 
&4 I 
dr. (5.11) 
u=<u,> 
Then if 
BM Ku,> - uo II < 1, n = I, 2,. . ., n, , (5.12) 
II<%+1) - (%>ll G E + 
[W,)-1’2 + 43M ll<u,> - <u,-~>ll~l 
1 - BM Ku,,> - uo II ’ 
(5.13) 
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Proof. From (5.7) and (5.8), 
~l~p’[~ol~-~ @JO ,flll < lliP’h,l)-l 1~ II P[uo ,f]ll < B5. 
Use of (5.2), (5.4) and (5.7) yields 
~~{p’[~o]}-’ P”[u]lj < !I{P’[u,,]}-~ I/ jl P”[u]lj < BM. 
BY (5.7), 
~IiP’[d)-l P’[<~~>lll G ~l~P’[~&l II I! P’[(~>]ll < B II p’[<Gli . (5.14) 
Since /( P'[(u,J]ll = (h&ll? [lo], from (5.9), (5.10) and (5.14), 
IIV”hl~-l P’[<~,>lll < B(hY2 >, 1, n = 0, 1, 2 )...) It, 
Now, if 
Q,J = {x E 1, y E Y, -CO < u < CO, B[ = 7, BM = K and B(X,)-1’2 = p}, 
all hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfies and hence 
/lC%+1) - <%>ll d E + 
[WP2 + @M Ku,> - (~n-,>l121 
1 - BMlI<G - uo II ’ 
Q.E.D. 
Similarly, an analog of Theorem 2 is also true. 
These two iterative algorithms will be tested numerically in solving the 
radiative transfer equation for the CO, gas in the thermodynamics equilibrium 
with only discrete values of the radiance given in 4.3 pm and 15 pm bands, 
which is important to the operation of the high resolution infrared radiation 
sounder (HIRS) in the Nimbus-F satillite. Its result will be reported else- 
where. 
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